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The Assault (Harbingers)
Now in ebook, the classic sequel to bestseller This Present Darkness, about another
small town in the midst of an unseen supernatural battle for truth. This sequel to
This Present Darkness follows the supernatural battle over the small town of
Bacon’s Corner, where, once again, armies of angels and demons are at war. Sally
Beth Roe is trying to escape her past and struggling to find the truth, while Tom
Harris finds himself embroiled in a battle to save a Christian school threatened by
outside forces.

Prophet
In rural Alabama, two couples find themselves in a fight for survival. Running from
a maniac bent on killing them, they flee to an old house that's been empty for
years, or so they think.

The Legend Of Annie Murphy
It happens every day. People are deeply wounded by the words and actions of
those around them. And it affects them for the rest of their lives. We've all been
there - we've all been wounded and we've all wounded others. But it's time to
become "wounded healers," loving and protecting the people around us. The
Wounded Spirit has become more than a book. The message has connected with
thousands and has become a national movement. This 64-page call to action,
entitled No More Victims, is designed as a giveaway to students for them to join in
the fight against bullying.

Peretti 2 in 1: Monster and The Visitation
A popular magic act for forty years, Dane and Mandy are separated when a car
wreck supposedly takes Mandy's life, but instead she is transformed into her
nineteen-year-old self in the present, and when the pair reunite, she still
mesmerizes Dane, now forty years her elder.

All is Well
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An exhilarating, powerful story from the bestselling author of The River. Some
stories take generations to unfold. Gabriel Clarke has The River in his blood: The
River that he loved as a child. The River that took his father, John. The River he
feared, fled . . . and has come back to now. Jacob Fielding owes the last twenty
years of his life to John Clarke—the stranger who drowned saving him and his
brother from their own boyish recklessness. Since that day, Jacob’s gratitude has
extended to everyone around him . . . especially Gabriel, that brave man’s son. But
while the death of John Clarke became a powerful force for good in Jacob, it has
been an unshakable source of darkness in another man. When gratitude and guilt
meet at the River, two decades after that fateful day, Gabriel finds himself face-toface with a stark choice for his own future: anger or forgiveness, hatred or love,
death or life. So much more than an allegory, Into the Canyon will inspire you to
love deeply, forgive extravagantly, and live large.

The Oath
A deeply moving story of forgiveness for a woman who struggles to reconcile
herself with the memory of a child she aborted nine years previously.

House (Movie Edition)
Bestselling Author Mary Connealy Delivers Her Trademark Historical Romantic
Comedy Seth Kincaid survived a fire in a cave, but he's never been the same. He
was always a reckless youth, but now he's gone over the edge. He ran off to the
Civil War and came back crazier than ever. After the war, nearly dead from his
injuries, it appears Seth got married. Oh, he's got a lot of excuses, but his wife isn't
happy to find out Seth doesn't remember her. Callie has searched, prayed, and
worried. Now she's come to the Kincaid family's ranch in Colorado to find her lost
husband. Callie isn't a long-suffering woman. Once she knows her husband is alive,
she wants to kill him. She's not even close to forgiving him for abandoning her.
Then more trouble shows up in the form of a secret Seth's pa kept for years. The
Kincaid brothers might lose their ranch if they can't sort things out. It's enough to
drive a man insane--but somehow it's all making Seth see things more clearly. And
now that he knows what he wants, no one better stand in his way.

Full Cicada Moon
Follows the criminal adventures of Cat as he begins as a young boy in Jamaica
practicing his art of robbing people by studying their everyday movements and
goes on to set up criminal operations that grow in size and scope from New York
City to Miami.

The Visitation
Four Bestselling Authors Team Up for Thrilling Supernatural Suspense Gathering
four stories from four bestselling author friends, Invitation is the first collection in
the ongoing Harbingers series. In "The Call" by Bill Myers, four strangers are drawn
together to help a student at the mysterious Institute for Advanced Psychic
Studies. His gifts are supposedly being honed to assist world leaders . . . but there
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are some very disturbing strings attached. Frank Peretti's "The Haunted" confronts
a supernatural mystery, a case of murder, and an exploration into the darkness of
the human heart, all centering around a mysterious house. In Angela Hunt's "The
Sentinels," animals around the world are mysteriously dying. What could it mean?
When the tragedy begins to touch Andi's dreams, she discovers a terrifying theory.
"The Girl" by Alton Gansky is a gripping tale of a young barefoot girl found holding
a scroll in the snowy Oregon mountains. She is sweet, innocent--apparently not of
this world--and something wants to kill her.

Peretti Three-Pack
From before the time of Christ, there have been rumors of a secret society called
The Illuminatia vicious tribe of Druids with mystical, supernatural powers. Many
saw them as demons or gods. Those who opposed them simply disappearedor met
an even worse fate. Unknown to all but the very few, this group slowly infiltrated
world organizations and financial institutions with a singular goal--to control the
world's economic system. Now fast-forward to the year 2020. The Illuminati has
succeeded in placing one of their people in the office of the presidency of the
United States. With the worldwide launch of a financial system known as Data-Net,
they suddenly have the power to single out groups of people and control their
money, fuel, and food supply. How do you escape an unknown enemy operating at
the highest levels who can track your every move? And how do you defeat a
society that practices ancient rituals and appears to have power beyond the
grave? The Illuminati is a futuristic thriller tied to ancient mysticism that will appeal
to fans of The DaVinci Code and the Left Behind series. It will also leave readers
wondering where fact ends and fiction begins.

Tilly
A product of innuendo and rumor, as well as scandal and media hype, the Jersey
Devil enjoys a rich history involving land grabs, astrological predictions, mermaids
and dinosaur bones, sideshows, Napoleon Bonaparte's brother, a cross-dressing
royal governor, and Founding Father Benjamin Franklin.

Monster
A prayerful pastor and a skeptical reporter compare notes and find themselves
fighting a plot to subjugate the human race. A gripping look into the invisible
spiritual warfare around us and the power of prayer.

No More Bullies
In 1885, the Murphy mine struck gold. According to legend, Annie Murphy killed
her husband out of greed, but just before she was to be hanged for the murder,
she escaped. Now, a hundred years later, there have been sightings of Annie
Murphy's "ghost." The Coopers unwittingly become involved in a mystery that finds
them caught between the past and the present.

The Illuminati
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Monster: "Reed Shelton organized this survival weekend, even hiring the best
guide in the region for their trip. But little did they know that surviving the
elements would become the least of their worries. During their first night of
camping, an unearthly wail pierces the calm of the forest. Then something
emerges from the dense woods and begins pursuing them. They aren't the only
ones doing the hunting. Something much faster, more relentless--and definitely not
human--has begun to hunt them"--P. [4] of cover.

Into the Canyon
Poverty-stricken and low on hope, a divorced mother and her daughter prop up
their sagging spirits and keep the flames of faith alive by clinging to a phrase first
heard on a previous Christmas, "All is well."

The Visitation
In 1969 twelve-year-old Mimi and her family move to an all-white town in Vermont,
where Mimi's mixed-race background and interest in "boyish" topics like astronomy
make her feel like an outsider.

Respect the Jux
If you've ever been there,you've never forgotten. The feeling is as haunting and
familiar as the smellof a junior high school locker room. It's the feeling of being
undersized or oversized or klutzy or less than beautiful. Of being a nerd or a geek
or just, somehow, different. It's knowing you are vulnerable-and someone is ready
and willing to take full advantage of your weakness by making your life miserable.
It's the fraternity you never wanted to join-the fellowship of the wounded spirit.
And bestselling novelist Frank Peretti is a member, too. This book is the haunting
true story of pain Frank Peretti never forgot but never, until recently, shared with
the world. It's the story of growing up with a medical condition that left him
disfigured. A series of surgeries and the slow miracle of answered prayer took care
of the deformity, but not the underdeveloped frame or the excruciating reality of
being different. And it was for these petty "crimes" that Peretti was prosecuted
every day at school-especially in gym class, but also in the halls, on the school
grounds, even in his own neighborhood. No wonder he found himself relating to
movie monsters who were hated but also feared-and who eventually exacted a
bloody revenge on their tormentors! In Peretti's case, deliverance eventually camethrough time, through prayer, through a teacher's caring intervention, and his own
willingness to seek help. But he has never forgotten what life was like at the
bottom of the junior high foodchain. And from the reservoir of those agonizing
memories he sends a compelling message to victims, to bullies, and to authorities
who have the power to intervene-that it's never OK for the strong to abuse the
weak. And that we allow such abuse at the expense of our souls and our very
civilization. Especially in the wake of the massacre at Columbine High Schoolperpetuated by two troubled but also tormented outsiders--this message takes on
haunting resonance. Frank Peretti believes we cannot afford to overlook the
continuing reality of wounded spirits, not only in our schools, but in our homes,
churches, and workplaces. His approach is both tender and tough as he issues a
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ringing call for a change in attitude. It's a call for all of us to stop thinking of abuse
as "normal," even among kids. It's a call for the strong to stand up and protect the
weak, not prey upon them. It's a call for those in authority to pay attention to the
violence being done to the vulnerable in the midst of our everyday lives and to
take action to help. Most of all, it's a call for bullies and victims alike (many of us
are both) to seek the healing and forgiveness offered in Jesus Christ. For that
healing is really the heart of this book-the only reality that can break the natural
cycle of victimization and abuse. Only in Christ, Peretti reminds, is there hope for
the wounded spirits-but that hope ispowerful enough to change everything.

Invitation (Harbingers)
If you've ever been there, you've never forgotten how it feels. It's being undersized
or oversized or less than beautiful. It's knowing you are vulnerable and that
someone is ready to take advantage of your weakness. It's the fraternity you never
wanted to join-the fellowship of the wounded spirit. And Frank Peretti is a member,
too. In this powerful book, Frank Peretti shares his deeply personal story of growing
up different, and the persecution he suffered because of it. And from this reservoir
of memories he urges: those being abused to speak up and seek help those in
authority to take notice- and action the "strong" kids to stand up and protect the
weak- not prey upon them all of us to stop thinking of abuse as "normal" or as
"kids being kids" This groundbreaking work shows how we all - bullies and victims
alike - can find both healing and forgiveness from the anguish and torment
associated with the growing epidemic of bullying.

Tombs of Anak
When, after being kidnapped, his memory is erased by intense training and torture,
assassin Carl, who is gifted with telekinetic abilities, is given a new set of memories
that transform him into a killer with an extraordinary mission.

Infestation
This New York Times bestselling novel from acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers
tells the story of Steve Harmon, a teenage boy in juvenile detention and on trial.
Presented as a screenplay of Steve's own imagination, and peppered with journal
entries, the book shows how one single decision can change our whole lives.
Monster is a multi-award-winning, provocative coming-of-age story that was the
first-ever Michael L. Printz Award recipient, an ALA Best Book, a Coretta Scott King
Honor selection, and a National Book Award finalist. Monster is now a major motion
picture called All Rise and starring Jennifer Hudson, Kelvin Harrison, Jr., Nas, and
A$AP Rocky. The late Walter Dean Myers was a National Ambassador for Young
People’s Literature, who was known for his commitment to realistically depicting
kids from his hometown of Harlem.

Over the Edge (The Kincaid Brides Book #3)
Living in Los Angeles in the early 1970s, real-estate dealer Stephen Friedman
becomes hungry for answers after he discovers a deceased woman's papers that
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indicate she owned a priceless religious relic, and that she may have been his
mother.

Monster
The Coopers rely on their Christian faith as they search for their father's co-worker,
who has disappeared in the cave-tombs of Anak

Obsessed
The Next Wave of Stories in the Harbingers Series Arrives Cycle 2 of the Harbingers
series continues the story of four gifted strangers brought together to fight a
growing darkness. In Bill Myers's "The Revealing," the team finds themselves in
Rome trying to retrieve the mystical spear Hitler once owned--the very spear that
pierced Christ's side. This task will take them from hidden chambers inside the
Vatican to a mysterious seaside cave with powers they could never expect. Frank
Peretti's "Infestation" unleashes a microscopic evil on the world that deceives,
blinds, kills, then spreads. The Harbingers team must confront a monster bent on
seducing and destroying mankind. In "Infiltration" by Angela Hunt, the team is
wounded and barely holding together. Forced to split up, they realize their
investigations have led them into dangerous waters. Alton Gansky's "The Fog"
unleashes a supernatural mist unlike any other. There are vicious things in the fog
that kill whatever they find. One team member realizes that the ultimate sacrifice
may have to be made.

This Present Darkness
Some monsters are real. Miles away from the hectic city, Reed and Rebecca hike
into the beautiful Northwester woods. They are surrounded by gorgeous
mountains, waterfalls, and hundreds of acres of unspoiled wilderness. During their
first night camping, an unearthly wail pierces the calm of the forest. Then
something emerges from the dense woods. Everything that follows is a blur to
Reed—except the unforgettable image of a huge creature carrying his wife into the
darkness. Enter into deep wilderness where the rules of civilization no longer
apply. A world where strange shadows lurk. Where creatures long attributed to
overactive imaginations and nightmares are the hunters . . . and people are the
hunted.

Fireproof
Unleashed from caves used for occult rituals, a microscopic evil invades the
world--an infestation that deceives, blinds, kills, and then spreads and kills again. Is
it natural, supernatural, or both? An embittered Professor McKinney must rejoin the
Harbingers team in order to discover the truth and confront a monster bent on
destroying humankind.

The Deadly Curse Of Toco-Rey
An ancient sin. A long forgotten oath. A town with a deadly secret. Something evil
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is at work in Hyde River, an isolated mining town in the mountains of the Pacific
Northwest. Under the cover of darkness, a predator strikes without warningùtaking
life in the most chilling and savage fashion. The community of Hyde River watches
in terror as residents suddenly vanish. Yet, the more locals are pressed for
information, the more they close ranks, sworn to secrecy by their forefathersÆ
hidden sins. Only when Hyde RiverÆs secrets are exposed is the true extent of the
danger fully revealed. What the town discovers is something far more deadly than
anything theyÆd imagined. Something that doesnÆt just stalk its victims, but has
the power to turn hearts black with decay as it slowly fills their souls with darkness.

The Secret of The Desert Stone
Now in ebook, a classic from bestselling author Frank Peretti about a TV
anchorman whose life is turned upside down as he starts hearing voices and
discovers supernatural forces at play. John Barrett, popular anchorman, finds
himself suddenly lost in the comfortable world he thought he understood. His
producer seems to be hiding something big and lying to cover her tracks. His
father’s “accidental” death isn’t looking quite so accidental. And his estranged son
has returned search for the truth. On top of all this, John is starting to hear
mysterious voices. Prophet has all the hallmarks of Peretti’s fast-paced blockbuster
fiction, and his clear understanding of the vast spiritual struggle over moral
authority marks every page.

Piercing the Darkness
This "New York Times" bestseller by the author of "This Present Darkness" follows a
couple, who while trekking through the beautiful Northwestern woods becomes the
prey of something no human has ever seen.

The Veritas Project
This Present Darkness, Piercing the Darkness, and Prophet, three of Frank Peretti's
best-selling works of fiction, are now available at the unbelievably low price of
$18.97. All three pocket-sized paperback editions of Peretti's favorite spiritual
thrillers are encased in a giftable slipcase and shrink-wrapped for easy display.

The Oath
The Veritas Project team has a new assignment: To find the truth behind the
mysterious disappearance of two runaways. When one runaway turns up totally
out of his mind and a government agent steps in to take over the case, the
Springfield's continue their own investigation. The twins-Elijah and Elisha-go
undercover, posing as runaways. What happens next will keep readers on the edge
of their seats as the twins end up in a strange academy where Truth is continually
challenged, a gang-like war develops, and Elijah is taken to an ominous mansion
from which no one has ever returned. A great thriller with a realistic look at right
and wrong.

Illusion
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Now available in one volume—three thrillers from Frank Peretti! The Oath An
ancient sin. A long forgotten oath. A town with a deadly secret. Something evil is at
work in Hyde River, an isolated mining town in the mountains of the Pacific
Northwest. Under the cover of darkness, a predator strikes without
warning—taking life in the most chilling and savage fashion. The community of
Hyde River watches in terror as residents suddenly vanish. Yet, the more locals are
pressed for information, the more they close ranks, sworn to secrecy by their
forefathers’ hidden sins. Only when Hyde River’s secrets are exposed is the true
extent of the danger fully revealed. What the town discovers is something far more
deadly than anything they’d imagined. Something that doesn’t just stalk its
victims, but has the power to turn hearts black with decay as it slowly fills their
souls with darkness. The Visitation The sleepy, eastern Washington wheat town of
Antioch has become a gateway for the supernatural—from sightings of angels and
a weeping crucifix to a self-proclaimed prophet with an astounding message. The
national media and the curious all flock to the little town—a great boon for local
business but not for Travis Jordan. The burned-out former pastor has been trying to
hide his past in Antioch. Now the whole world is headed to his backyard to find the
Messiah, and in the process, every spiritual assumption he has ever held will be
challenged. The startling secret behind this visitation ultimately pushes one man
into a supernatural confrontation that has eternal consequences. Monster Some
monsters are real. Miles away from the hectic city, Reed and Rebecca hike into the
beautiful Northwester woods. They are surrounded by gorgeous mountains,
waterfalls, and hundreds of acres of unspoiled wilderness. During their first night
camping, an unearthly wail pierces the calm of the forest. Then something
emerges from the dense woods. Everything that follows is a blur to Reed—except
the unforgettable image of a huge creature carrying his wife into the darkness.
Enter into deep wilderness where the rules of civilization no longer apply. A world
where strange shadows lurk. Where creatures long attributed to overactive
imaginations and nightmares are the hunters . . .and people are the hunted.

House
INSIDE BURNING BUILDINGS, Captain Caleb Holt lives by the firefighter's adage:
NEVER LEAVE YOUR PARTNER. Yet at home, in the cooling embers of his marriage,
he lives by his own rules. Growing up, his wife Catherine always dreamed of
marrying a loving, brave firefighter . . . just like her father. Now, after seven years
of marriage, she wonders when she stopped being "good enough." Countless
arguments and anger have them wanting to move on to something with more
sparks. As they prepare for divorce, Caleb's father challenges him to commit to a
40-day experiment: "The Love Dare." Wondering if it's even worth the effort, Caleb
reluctantly agrees, not realizing how it will change his world forever. Surprised by
what he discovers about the meaning of love, Caleb begins to see his wife and
marriage as worth fighting for. But is it too late? His job is to rescue others. Now
Captain Holt must face his toughest job ever . . . rescuing his wife's heart.

Saint
A mind-bending supernatural thriller from the creators of This Present Darkness
and Sinner. Ted Dekker and Frank Peretti—two of the most acclaimed writers of
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supernatural thrillers—have joined forces for the first time with this non-stop thrill
ride. Enter House—where you'll find yourself thrown into a killer's deadly game in
which the only way to win is to lose . . . and the only way out is in. One game.
Seven players. Three rules. Game ends at dawn.

Infestation (Harbingers)
Monster and The Visitation is authored by Frank Peretti and bundled into a 2-in-1
collection.

The Frank Peretti Collection
When several students at Baker High School are stricken by an alleged curse of the
school's ghost, Elijah and Elisha Springfield and their parents, undercover
investigators, are sent to uncover the truth behind the events.

The Wounded Spirit
Lila and Jay Cooper have joined their dad on a mission to the jungles of Central
America, where a group of American treasure hunters have already become the
victims of the deadly curse of Toco-Rey. Before Dr. Cooper can solve the mystery,
his children are kidnapped and his integrity is put to the test. What price will he
pay to get his children back? Is the treasure in the burial tomb of Kachi-Tochetin
really worth more than gold? Follow the Coopers as they explore unknown ruins,
plunge through dangerous jungles, face hostile natives, and battle ancient evil
forces. Will their courage and faith in God bring them through?

No More Victims
"Released from the caves of occult rituals, a microscopic evil invades and grows,
waiting to deceive, blind, kill, then spread and kill again. Alien or demonic? Natural,
supernatural, or both? Dr. James McKinney, embittered and reclusive, must rejoin
the Harbingers team and return to Florida to solve a mystery, save a life, and
confront a monster bent on seducing and destroying mankind."--Amazon.com.

The Secret History of the Jersey Devil
Unconvinced that his brother was really killed by a bear while camping in the
Pacific Northwest, Steve Benson, a wildlife biologist, decides to investigate on his
own, and discovers a town controlled by evil

Nightmare Academy
Biblical archeologist Dr. Jacob Cooper arrives in Togwana with his children Jay and
Lila and one goal-to discover the secret behind the two-mile-high Stone that has
mysteriously appeared overnight. Who could have excavated, carved, and
transported the colossal Stone? The Coopers' uneasiness soon turns into dread as
they are watched and threatened by the country's new government and brutal
dictator Id Nkromo. Follow the Coopers as they race to solve the mystery of the
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desert stone!

Monster
02
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